10

10 hours of expert cyber advice,
when you need it.
Cyber 10 is a cyber insurance policy for SME businesses
which provides up to 10 hours of advice from our Cyber
Emergency Response Team, following a data breach or
cyber attack.
From lost laptops to phishing emails,
malware and hackers, the cyber threats
to businesses are difficult to ignore.

Cyber 10 is a simple, stand-alone policy
offering practical and reassuring advice,
delivered by telephone, at an affordable price.

You know you need to protect your business,
but with an ever-increasing number of cyber
insurance policies available to buy, you need to
make sure you find the one that’s most suitable to
your business.

If you need to make a claim under the policy, our
team of cyber forensic experts will be on the
other end of the phone to guide you through the
steps you need to take to get your business back
up and running.

Why should you choose Cyber 10?

This practical advice is delivered by telephone,
and could include:

If you’re an SME with a turnover of £5m or below,
and are looking for basic cyber insurance cover
to provide reassurance that advice and guidance
is on hand should you suffer a data breach or
cyber attack , then Cyber 10 could be the right
product for you.

—A
 n initial assessment of the risk, giving
guidance on immediate actions to be taken
— E xpert advice to ensure you comply with data
security law
— Guidance on your defence of a liability claim
made against you arising exclusively out of the
data breach
—H
 elp with contacting customers affected by
the data breach, including public relations
support
—A
 ssistance on the steps to be taken to restore
email systems, online services and IT software
Cyber 10 will provide up to 10 hours of advice for
each claim that you make throughout the period
of your insurance policy.
Expert help is only a phone call away with
Cyber 10, which means you can continue
doing what you do best - running your
business - safe in the knowledge that
professional advice is on the other end of
the telephone if disaster strikes.
Speak to your broker about Cyber 10 today.

36 Leadenhall Street
London EC3A 1AT
Telephone 020 7767 3070
Email info@lorega.com
www.lorega.com

The policy is administered by Lorega
Ltd, which is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority,
reference 308694.

